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Abstract
The  article  studies  issues  of  civil  legal  constructions'  application  in  crime  classification
mechanism.  Analysis  of  civil  constructions'  application  in  crime  classification  according  to
criminal law regulations is relevant when searching for optimal model of Criminal law impact on
economic relations. The article provides an example of «Unijurservice» Centre of Kazan Federal
University which conducted legal researches based on criminal cases. The authors assume that
crime classification should be considered as a  dynamic process (mechanism).  Some static
elements like civil legal constructions are used during this process. The authors define how civil
legal  constructions related to the subjects and objects of  civil  rights and civil  transactions
influence on crime classification in terms of object, objective aspect, subject and subjective
aspect. The article provides rules for civil legal constructions' application in crime classification
mechanism.
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